
 Before forming Mastery Partners, Tom served as President and CEO of

GranburySolutions a VAR and ISV serving the foodservice, retail, and winery technology

markets with the industry’s first recurring revenue model offering an end-to-end suite

of technology to those markets. Under Tom’s leadership, Granbury Solutions enjoyed

consistent annual growth and served more than 9,000 customers worldwide, landing it

on the Inc.5000 list (4 times), the Tech Titans FastTech fastest-growing technology

companies (6 times) and the Dallas 100 list. Tom was a finalist for the EY Entrepreneur

of the Year award and is a nationally recognized speaker on business strategy,

leadership, recurring revenue growth, and innovation. He serves on the Editorial

Advisory Board for Software Executive Magazine and on the Board of Directors as well

as the current President of Business Navigators

 

In addition to being a consultant, Bronson currently serves as Past President on the

Board of Business Navigators, a servant leadership organization that helps businesses

through outreach, education and community service. He is the voice of the Southlake

Dragon Marching Band and a sought after speaker who frequents many venues sharing

his vast knowledge and industry. As well as lending his talents to Software Executive

Magazine serving on their Editorial Board, Tom has recently added "author" to his list

of jobs.  "Maximize Business Value, Begin with the EXIT in Mind" came out in January of

2020 and is available on amazon. 
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Tom Bronson is the founder and President of

Mastery Partners, a company that helps business

owners maximize business value, design exit

strategy and transition their business on their

terms. Mastery utilizes proven techniques and

strategies that dramatically improve business

value that has been developed during Tom’s

career 100 business transactions as either a

business buyer or seller. As a business owner

himself, he has been in your situation a hundred

times, and he knows what it takes to craft the

right strategy. Bronson is passionate about

helping business owners and has the experience

to do it.
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